Development of multi-layer optics makes feasible the use of X-ray telescope at energy up to 60-80 keV: in this paper we discuss the extension of photoelectric polarimeter based on Micro Pattern Gas Chamber to high energy X-rays. We calculated the sensitivity with Neon and Argon based mixtures at high pressure with thick absorption gap: placing the MPGC at focus of a next generation multi-layer optics, galatic and extragalactic X-ray polarimetry can be done up till 30 keV.
INTRODUCTION

Hard X-Ray Telescopes
In the History of X-ray Astronomy a crucial turning point was the introduction of X-ray Optics, first aboard some rockets and eventually on satellite with the HEAO-2/Einstein mission. Optics play two major functions:
• to image a field of X-ray Sky, to study extended sources, to resolve nearby sources, to localize sources with high angular accuracy;
• to increase dramatically the signal to noise ratio, also with respect to other imaging systems, such as coded masks or modulation collimators. A source is to be compared with the fluctuations of background inside the point spread function of the telescope and and not with the total background of the detector.
This tremendous power of X-ray optics has been originally applied to softer X-rays with Einsten and ROSAT, and has been extended to higher energies to include the Fe lines region, with ASCA, SAX, Newton and Chandra. The conventional X-ray optics are limited in band because of the intrinsic limits set by the laws of total reflection. The critical angle of reflection is roughly proportional to the square root of the density of the reflecting material and to the wavelength of the photons. Thence, as the margin of increase in density, with respect to gold, is very limited, the extension to higher energies is committed to inner shells with progressively smaller projected area. The extension to higher energies is therefore payed with a large number of shells and with a proportional reduction of the field of view. Historically the X-ray telescopes have been used up to 10 keV. Some extended capabilities of Newton at higher energies have not been been effective because of an area mismatched with that at lower energies and because of a high background due to the large plate-scale.
In the future the revolution of the application of optics is about to be extended to higher energies, thanks to the use of telescopes with multi-layer coatings, 1 alternating layers of high Z and low Z materials of gradually changing thickness. This technique provides effective reflection at angles up to 3 times those of mono-layer surfaces and makes feasible telescopes effective up to 60-80 keV (in practice up to the K absorption edge of the high Z reflecting material). At lower energies they are not as good as conventional optics, due to the photoelectric absorption of the high Z component, but an improvement could be the recently proposal of overcoating the multilayer surface with a carbon layer.
2 New missions based on the concept of multilayer telescopes have been proposed and NUSTAR and SIMBOL-X have passed a certain level of selection. Depending on various constructive parameters these missions can gain from two to three orders of magnitude in sensitivity with respect to the best previous experiments based on collimation (PDS) or coded mask (IBIS). Also future big telescopes for X-ray Astronomy, such as NEXT, CON-X or XEUS should include such optics. The science to be performed with these telescopes is mainly based on spectroscopy (cyclotron lines, hard tails, Compton-thick objects etc.). Also imaging can play a role. E.g. the Diffuse X-ray Background peaks around 40 keV. A hard X-ray telescope could resolve the large majority of it into discrete sources. Moreover imaging of extended objects with hard non-thermal components, such as some Super Nova Remnants and some Galaxy Clusters, could help to localize the hard emission and correlate it to the dynamics of the system.
X-Ray Polarimetry
In this paper we want to discuss another point: the capability to perform Polarimetry of X-ray Sources in the Hard X-ray Band and the benefit to employ multi-layer optics for this purpose.
Since the birth of X-ray Astronomy, theoretical analysis has suggested that measuring the linear polarization of X-rays could significantly improve our knowledge of Physical Processes and of geometry of regions of the source emitting X-rays and its transfer toward the observer.
Here the question rises whether the extension to higher energies is only a matter of completeness or, on the contrary, a specific science is there that can only be performed at best at higher energies. We try to lay down a few hot topics of High Energy Astrophysics, for which the polarimetry at higher energies would be more easy or more significant.
• X-ray pulsator, resonance frequency, inversion of the polarization plane (normal -anomalous), higher polarization;
• polarization by scattering on disks: LMXRB, QSO, Seyfert-1;
• non thermal components in extended objects: SNR, Clusters out of the thermal component;
• effects of GR on disks: Cyg X-1, AGN (increasing effects closer to the inner orbits);
• blazars: transition from synchrotron to inverse Compton.
From these items it is apparent the strong interest to extend the measurements of polarization to hard X-rays. Is this feasible?
The conventional approach to X-ray polarimetry includes two major techniques:
• Bragg Diffraction at 45
• . It provides an excellent response to the polarization, conventionally expressed with a modulation factor µ close to 1. Conversely the overall efficiency of the process is very poor because only the photons within a narrow band around the angle that satisfies the Bragg condition are reflected. The efficiency can be increased by the use of mosaic crystals providing a larger band-pass.
• Compton scattering. It provides a good analyzer of the linear polarization if the system is designed in such a way to limit the scattering angles around 90
• . Since the scattered photons will be distributed in angle according to the Klein-Nishina cross section, this will automatically limit the efficiency of the instrument. The optimal sensitivity will derive from a trade-off on the acceptance angles. At low energies, when the energy lost in the scattering is low, the scatterer must be a passive low Z material, usually Lithium, encased in a thin beryllium can, to give mechanical consistency and to prevent oxidation or nitridation. This device loses the imaging properties of the optics and is background dominated. If the scatterer is not geometrically perfect and if the pointing does not keep the beam exactly on the axis of the scatterer, huge spurious polarizations are generated. At higher energies an active scatterer can be used, such as a detector based on plastic scintillator or, at even more high energies, on silicon. Such a device could be in principle position sensitive. But the active scattering polarimeters built so far never arrived below 50 keV. Active scatterers based on Silicon will be likely operative at energies even higher.
Bragg diffraction allowed the first and till now unique measure of X-ray polarization from an astronomical source: the polarimeter on board OSO-8 satellite, observing Crab Nebula for 3 days, succeeded to detect a polarization of 19.22±0.92% at 2.6 and 5.2 keV aligned with optical polarization.
3 This confirmed that X-ray emission is due to synchrotron process, the same as other wavelengths.
Bragg diffraction and Compton scattering, in a focal plane version, were employed at best in the Stellar X-Ray Polarimeter. 4 A thin pyrolithic graphite crystal was set above the focal plane to reflect (diffract) photons and to convey them to a detector on a secondary focal plane. The rotation of the whole would modulate the diffracted flux according to the amount and angle of polarization of the photons. The higher energy photons would pass the graphite, impinge on a lithium stick. Four detectors all around in a well configuration would detect scattered photons. SXRP was supposed to fly aboard the SRG Mission, that was never completed. But notwithstanding the huge SODART optics it would be dominated by the background at source level of a fraction of Crab.
THE MICROPATTERN DETECTOR
The relatively recent discovery of device capable to measure the linear polarization of X-rays by means of the angular distribution of photoelectrons provides an alternative. The Micropattern Gas Chamber 5,6,7 has excellent imaging properties, is relatively broad band with an energy resolution suitable for continua and photons can be tagged with time at µsec level.
The recent development of ASIC chips including anode pads and a complete Front End Electronics make this device very compact and easy. The MPGC is discussed in other papers in this same book (see ref. 6 and ref. 7) . We discuss here how and how much the technique can be applied in the Hard X-Ray range, covered by multi-layer optics. Our considerations are mainly based on computations and simulations.
The major adaptation of the MPGC for applications on Hard X-Rays is the change of the gas mixture in composition and pressure and the change in the thickness of the absorption/drift gap. We stress the point that the simulations performed here are based on the same programs we use at lower energies. This extension is very reliable because we are using equations and tabulations in a range where they are even better determined.
We discuss the performance and the optimization of our detector combining its response with that of the optics. As a bench-mark optics for our simulations we use three of the various designs of SIMBOL-X mission, described in tab.1. In fig.1 we indicate the effective area of the telescope alone.
As to the detector we assume the last generation of the ASIC chip of 105k pixel at 50µm pitch (see ref. 6 and ref. 7) and let free to vary the thickness of the absorption gap and mixture pressure. We considered Neon and Argon based mixtures with a small percentage of DME (20% and 40% respectively).
As to the filling mixture we can fix some general principles:
• To increase the efficiency ǫ and extending at higher energy MPGC technique, filling gas of higher atomic number or higher pressure should be used; • Modulation µ is larger for low pressure or low Z mixture;
• Increasing thickness of the absorption gap implies an efficiency increase but a modulation decrease.
Since sensitivity, expressed as a Minimum Detectable Polarization (MDP), is inversely proportional to µ √ ǫ A where A is optics area, we need a trade-off between efficiency and modulation in telescope band-pass.
Sensitivity calculation
Modulation factor for each mixture was calculated from simulating photoelectric absorption, photoelectron propagation and charge collection in the mixture. 8 Absorption from K and L shells was considered, assuming for energy larger than K edge the subshells cross section ratio and 2-p asymmetry parameter at K edge. In tab. 2 we report subshell emission probability and the 2-p asymmetry parameter at K edge for some mixture elements: only a small fraction of photons are absorbed by 2-p subshell which is not completely modulated.
We calculated modulation factor at a given energy simulating absorption of 25000 photons which are directed orthogonally respect to ASIC chip. The optics focusing on detector skew direction of photons up till angle ∼ 3
• : simulations suggest that the only effect is a slightly decreasing of the modulation factor.
Only photoelectrons which were completely absorbed in mixture are considered: so the energy range is upper limited such that the photoelectron range is less than the chip dimensions (about 15x15 mm 2 ). In fig. 2 (a) and fig. 2(b) we report the approximate electron range dependence for Ne and Ar based mixtures at different pressure to give a raw upper limit to the MPGC extension at high energy. Figure 2 . Approximate electron range dependence for Ne 80% + DME 20% (a) and Ar 60% + DME 40% mixture (b).
The energy lower limit for Ne and Ar based mixtures was about twice K shell edge because photoelectron emission is often followed by Auger electron production: if its energy is larger than that of the photoelectron, standard reconstruction algorithm may fail in track analysis. In tab. 3 we report K edge energy and fluorescence yield for some mixture elements. The MPGC energy upper limit can be overcome by using mixtures based on higher Z element, such as Krypton or Xenon: in this case the high probability of fluorescence produces a certain number of combinations of low energy electrons that does not allow the straightforward approach we followed so far. We are still investigating this issue. All the set of data are analysed in sensitivity calculation: however we alredy know that cuts on track shape would increase modulation factor. This would imply an efficiency decrease and so the cuts must be fitted very well with every mixture to ensure the best MDP.
High Pressure Neon Mixtures
A baseline solution is to use mixtures based on high pressure Ne with thick absorption gap. Computations involve mixtures of 80% of Neon and DME at 1 atm, 2 atm 3 atm and 4 atm pressure and 1 cm, 2 cm, 3 cm absorption gap thickness.
In fig. 3(a), 3(c) and 3(e) we plotted modulation factor vs energy dependence for each mixture analysed. The factor µ √ ǫ, which is an optics independent sensitivity estimate, is reported in fig. 3(b), 3(d) and 3(f) . End of the curves indicate photon energy at which charges, generated by photoelectron and amplified from GEM, are collected out of ASIC chip.
Increasing mixture pressure and absortion gap thickness allows to reach higher peak sensitivity and larger energy band, both shifted at higher energy. For example, a 2 atm pressure mixture with an absorption gap thickness of 1 cm is sensitive above 3 keV (modulation greater than ∼10%) up till 25 keV, peaking at about 5 keV, while sensitivity of a 4 atm 3 cm mixture peaks at 8 keV and is very high from 4 keV up till 25 keV.
Argon Mixtures
We repeated sensitivity calculations for Ar 60% + DME 40% at 1 atm, 2 atm 3 atm and 4 atm pressure with 1 cm, 2 cm and 3 cm: results are reported in fig. 4 .
The modulation factor ( fig. 4(a) , 4(c) and 4(c)) does not decrease significantly if mixture pressure or absorption gap thickness are increased: this allows to reach high sensitivity even at very high energy without a significant modulation reduction. Sensitivity is higher than Neon based mixtures and energy band is larger, balancing the intrinsic lower fluxes from astronomical sources at high energy.
DISCUSSION
The sensitivity curves presented in fig. 3 and 4 prove that MPGC can be easly adapted to hard X-ray polarimetry. Of particular interest is the possibility of tuning the instrument to the optics: choosing Neon or Argon based mixture, a suitable pressure and absorption gap thickness, the best sensitivity can be shifted into the telescope band-pass.
A Neon based mixture at intermediate pressure and absorption gas thickness provides good modulation factor even at lower energy where sources fluxes are larger. For example, MPGC filled with a mixture of 80% of Neon and DME at 2 atm pressure and 2 cm gap thickness provides a good sensitivity above 4 keV up till 15 keV. Polarimetry at higher energy can be performed by filling MPGC with Argon based mixtures.
A better scientific knowledge would be reached in a two telescope mission with two MPGC filled with Neon and Argon based mixtures: in this configuration X-ray polarization could be measured in different energy bands. This would provide a deeper understand of astronomical X-ray sources because emission and transport processes change radiation polarization with energy. The low energy MPGC could be filled with Neon at low pressure with an high component of DME to reduced diffusion of photoelectrons and secondary charges or with another suitable mixture (like DME + He, which is sensitive above 2 keV up till ∼10 keV, see ref. 11), while the high energy specialized MPGC could be filled with an Argon based mixture at high pressure and high gap thickness. For example, sensitivity of Argon 60% + DME 40% mixture at 3 atm pressure and 3 cm gap thickness peaks at 12 keV and remains significant till 30 keV * . * Better sensitivity can be reached with mixture at 4 atm pressure, but gas discharges prevent to obtain high gain in GEM charge moltiplication. Figure 4 . Modulation (a, c and e) and sensitivity factor µ √ ǫ (b, d and f) vs photon energy for Ar 60% + DME 40% mixture with 1 cm, 2 cm and 3 cm absorption gap thickness respectively. Curves end indicate energy at which secondary charges are collected out of ASIC chip. Efficiency includes a 50 µm beryllium window. Figure 5 . Sensibility factor µ √ ǫ A for SIMBOL-X designs considered for Ne 80% + DME 20% at 2 atm pressure and 2 cm gap thickness and 3 atm 3 cm Ar 60% + DME 40%.
Optics integration
We report now the performance that could be reached placing MPGC at focus of SIMBOL-X optics. We concentrate our attention on a mixture of Ar 60% + DME 40% at 3 atm pressure and 3 cm gap thickness, as the best choice for exploring polarimetry in hard X-rays.
In fig. 5 we report µ √ ǫ A factor for this mixture and three SIMBOL-X design considered: for comparison, the sensitivity of a Neon based mixture is plotted. Among three different SIMBOL-X versions analyzed, the first one is preferable because of larger area below 20 keV.
The Argon based mixture allows a polarization measurement between 6 and 30 keV: the minimum detectable polarization reached placing in the focus of design 1 SIMBOL-X optics is plotted in fig. 6 for different observation times.
The high sensitivity and large energy band would allow for a spectral study of polarization in this energy range: we present now this analysis for three sources, from which high polarization is expected.
Cyclotron lines in pulsating transient X0115+63 spectrum
The spectrum of pulsating transient X0115+63 shows 4 cyclotron resonant scattering feature 12 at 12.7, 24.2, 35.7 and 49.5 keV, which are expected to be nearly completely polarized. 13 An Argon based MPGC could perform polarization measure till the second line: in fig. 7 we reported expected MDP in three energy bands, 11-14 keV, 14-22 keV and 22-27 keV.
Polarization measurement of Vela X-1 pulse
Phase and energy-dependent polarization analysis for eclipsing high mass X-ray pulsar Vela X-1 would be of great interest to discriminate among different models which on the other hand give similar spectra: variable polarization >10% is expected. 13 Basing on spectrum studies reported in ref. 14, we evaluate MDP for first minimum and first part of the ascent edge of the first pulse peak: results are reported in tab. 4. Thanks to the large source flux, very accurate polarization measurements are possible, allowing the detailed description of neutron star magnetosphere and the determination of spin axis and magnetic field geometry. Markarian 501 is one of the closest (z=0.034) and brightest at all wavelengths BL Lacertae objects. Its spectrum in X-ray can be fitted with a power law of spectral index α ∼ 1.5 and can be explained with Syncroton Self Compton emission, which should be polarized at a level ≥10%. 15, 16 The measure of polarization can enlighten the physics of the jet: in tab. 5 we reported the MDP evaluated in two energy bands for 3 atm 3 cm Argon based mixture and SIMBOL-X optics. 
CONCLUSIONS
We calculated sensitivity to hard X-ray polarization of Micropattern Gas Chamber, assuming Neon and Argon based mixures at different pressure and absoprtion gap thickness. Results demonstrate that current instruments filled with Argon + DME mixture can perform astronomical sources polarimetry up till ∼30 keV, allowing the study of compact galactic and extragalactic sources like X-ray pulsar or blazar. For bright sources, spectral dependence of polarization could be measured in a day of observation time, opening a new view on studies of high energy process in astrophysics.
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